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a b s t r a c t

Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy is becoming an increasingly important part of the world’s renewable
energy. A grid-connected solar PV system consists of solar cells for energy extraction from the sun and
power converters for grid interface. In order for effective integration of the solar PV systems with the
electric power grid, this paper presents solar PV energy extraction and conversion study by combining
the two characteristics together to examine various factors that may affect the design of solar PV systems.
The energy extraction characteristics of solar PV cells are examined by considering several practical
issues such as series and parallel connections, change of temperatures and irradiance levels, shading of
sunlight, and bypassing and blocking diodes. The electrical characteristics of power converters are
studied by considering physical system constraints such as rated current and converter linear modulation
limits. Then, the two characteristics are analyzed in a joint environment. An open-loop transient
simulation using SimPowerSystem is developed to validate the effectiveness of the characteristic study
and to further inspect the solar PV system behavior in a transient environment. Extensive simulation
study is conducted to investigate performance of solar PV arrays under different conditions.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Investment in solar photovoltaic energy is rapidly increasing
worldwide [1]. A grid-connected solar photovoltaic (PV) system
consists of a PV generator that produces electricity from sunlight
and power converters for energy extraction and grid interface
control [2,3]. The smallest unit of a PV generator is a solar cell and
a large PV generator is built by many solar cells that are connected
together through certain series and parallel connections [4]. Unlike
the traditional power generation, the operation of a grid-connected
solar PV system depends on the coordination of the electrical
system and PV cells under variable weather and system conditions.
In order for an optimal design of the integrated system, it is
important to investigate how the electrical characteristics of the
power converter and the physics characteristics of the solar cells
affect the design, energy extraction and grid integration of a solar
PV system.

Traditionally, solar cell and power converter characteristics are
usually inspected in separate environments at the PV generator
and grid integration levels, respectively [2,4,5]. Different from
previous studies [4e8], the main features of this paper are 1)
All rights reserved.
a study of power converter electrical characteristics using a d-q
steady-state model, 2) an examination of extracted solar power
characteristics under different weather and system conditions, 3)
an integration of PV generator characteristics with power
converter characteristics in a joint environment, and 4) a transient
simulation assessment for comparison with the characteristic
evaluations.

In the sections that follow, the paper first introduces the general
configurations of a grid-connected solar PV system as well as the
control strategies at the PV generator and power converter levels in
Section 2. Section 3 presents a d-q steady-state model of the grid-
connected power converter system and electrical characteristics of
the power converter under different d-q control conditions. A solar
cell model is presented in Section 4, which is used for energy
extraction and grid integration study of the solar PV system by
incorporating electrical characteristics of the power converter and
extracted power characteristics of the PV generator together.
Section 5 studies how temperature and insolation level variations
would affect the power converter and PV generator. Section 6
investigates how the integrated PV generator and power
converter are influenced when uneven sunlight is applied to solar
cells. Section 7 presents integrated transient simulation evaluation
of various parametric data of the PV system concurrently under
different operating conditions. Finally, the paper concludes with
the summary of main points.
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2. Grid-connected solar PV systems

A grid-connected solar PV system consists of three parts: an
array of solar cells, power electronic converters, and an integrated
control system [9]. A solar cell is a semiconductor device that
converts sunlight into direct-current electricity. Normally, solar
cells are connected in series to form a module that gives a stan-
dard dc voltage. For an application, modules are connected into an
array to produce sufficient current and voltage to meet a demand
[4]. There are generally two ways to connect PV modules into an
array. The first approach connects modules in series into strings
and then in parallel into an array. The second approach first wires
modules together in parallel and then those units are combined in
series. For practical applications, PV system optimization methods
are normally employed [10]. In practice, sizing the systems has
been established based on system performance, component
modeling, technical-economical considerations and system reli-
ability [11]. Techniques of PV array optimization are especially
useful for manufacturers who do not have detailed information
about the future implementation of their products. The optimum
configuration depends on the general radiative characteristics of
the place, showing a clear dependence on latitude [12]. Several
other PV array interconnection schemes known in practice are also
reviewed in [13].

Ideally, both series-parallel and parallel-series connections are
equivalent if all the cells and modules are identical and work at the
same condition. But, if sunlight is applied unevenly to different PV
cells as well as shading or other impacts, the second connection
approach could cause many very bothersome problems [2]. The
control system of a solar PV system contains two parts: one for
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and the other for grid
interface control [14e17]. Both control functions are achieved
through power electronic converters. There are three typical power
converter configurations [18]: 1) a dual-stage converter configu-
ration including a dc/dc boost converter performing the MPPT and
a grid-connected dc/ac converter performing grid interface control,
2) a configuration with multi-string dc/dc converters and a grid-
connected dc/ac converter, and 3) a single-stage dc/ac converter
handling all the tasks such as MPPT and grid interface control. Fig. 1
shows a PV array with converter configuration 2.

For converter configurations 1 and 2, the voltage applied to each
string is

Vs ¼ ð1� DÞ$Vdc (1)

where Vdc is the dc-link voltage and D is the duty ratio of the boost
dc/dc converter. For configuration 3, the dc-link voltage is applied
Fig. 1. Dual stage multi-string converter configura
to the parallel strings directly. In general, the MPPT control is
achieved by varying the dc voltage applied to the PV generator.
Typical MPPT strategies include Perturb and Observe, Incremental
Conductance, Voltage-Based MPPT and Current-Based MPPT.

In the Perturb and Observe approach, a slight dc voltage
perturbation is introduced. If the output power of the PV generator
increases, then the perturbation is continued in that direction.
Otherwise, the perturbation is changed to the opposite direction.
The process continues until the maximum power point (MPP) is
reached [19,20].

In the Incremental Conductance approach, the perturbation
voltage is calculated through the derivative of the output power
over the PV generator dc voltage [21]. Hence, compared to the
Perturb and Observe approach, the Incremental Conductance
approach is faster and more stable to get to the MPP.

In the Voltage-Based MPPT approach, it is assumed that an MPP
of a particular solar PV module lies at about 0.8 times the open
circuit voltage of the module. Then, based on this relationship,
a feed forward voltage control scheme can be implemented to bring
the solar PV module voltage to the MPP [22]. However, the open
circuit voltage and the MPP of the module vary with temperature
and other factors so that the MPP for a practical PV application is
hard to get by using this technique.

In the Current-Based MPPT approach, it is assumed that an MPP
of a PV module lies at the point about 0.9 times the short circuit
current of the module. Similar to the Voltage-Based approach, the
short circuit current and the MPP of the module may be affected by
insolation levels so that the MPP for a practical PV application is
also hard to get by using this method [23].
3. Power control characteristics of grid-connected dc/ac
converter

For all the three converter configurations, the dc/ac inverter
operates on a similar principle, i.e., a control goal to assure the
active power from the solar array being transferred to the ac grid
and the reactive power of the ac system at a desired value while
maintaining a high power quality in terms of harmonics and
unbalance. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of the grid-connected dc/ac
converter system, inwhich a dc-link capacitor is on the left, a three-
phase voltage source representing the grid voltage at the Point of
Common Coupling (PCC) is on the right, and a grid filter is in
between.

In the d-q reference frame, the voltage balance across the grid
filter is [16,17]
tion of grid-connected photovoltaic systems.
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Fig. 3. Solar cell equivalent circuit model.

Fig. 2. Grid-connected dc/ac converter schematic.
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where us is the angular frequency of the grid voltage, and L and R
are the inductance and resistance of the grid filter. Using space
vectors, Eq. (2) can be expressed by a complex Eq. (3) in which vdq,
idq, and vdq1 are instantaneous space vectors of PCC voltage, line
current, and converter injected voltage to the grid.

vdq1 ¼ R$idq þ L
d
dt
idq þ jusL$idq þ vdq (3)

Under the steady-state condition, (3) becomes:

Vdq1 ¼ R$Idq þ jusL$Idq þ Vdq (4)

where Vdq, Idq and Vdq1 stand for the steady-state space vectors of
PCC voltage, grid current, and converter injected voltage to the grid.

The general approach used in the controller design of the grid-
connected dc/ac converter is the PCC voltage oriented frame
[16,17,24], i.e., the d-axis of the reference frame is aligned along the
PCC voltage position. Hence, in terms of the steady-state condition,
Vdq ¼ Vd þ j0. Assuming Vdq1 ¼ Vd1 þ jVq1 and neglecting the
filter resistance, then, the steady-state current flowing between the
PCC and the converter according to Eq. (4) is:

Idq ¼ Vdq1 � Vdq

jXL
¼ Vd1 � Vd

jXL
þ Vq1

XL
(5)

in which XL stands for the grid filter reactance.
Supposing generator convention is applied, i.e., power flowing

toward the grid as positive, then, the power transferred from the
converter to the grid can be achieved from the basic complex power
equation,Pg þ jQg ¼ VdqI

*
dq ¼ VdI

*
dq. By solving this power equation

together with Eqs. (5), (6) is obtained,

Pg ¼ VdVq1

XL
; Qg ¼ Vd

XL
ðVd1 � VdÞ (6)

According to Eq. (6), the active and reactive powers are
controlled through q and d components Vq1 and Vd1 of the converter
injected voltage to the grid, respectively. If the filter resistance is
considered, the similar power control characteristics of the grid-
connected converter still exist as shown by [25]. For any power
control conditions, though, the converter must operate within the
rated current and converter linear modulation limits as shown by
Eq. (10) where Irated is the rated phase rms current of the converter
and Vconv is the phase rms voltage of the converter output
voltage [26].
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4. Characteristics of solar PV arrays

Control of power converters in a solar PV system relies strongly
on the PV generator characteristics. In most existing grid integra-
tion study of a solar PV array, a solar cell is modeled by a current
source, representing the photogenerated current IL, in parallel with
a diode. For a practical solar cell, however, two additional effects
must be considered, i.e., 1) current leaks proportional to the
terminal voltage of a solar cell and 2) losses of semiconductor itself
and of the metal contacts with the semiconductor [2,4,27]. The first
is characterized by a parallel resistance Rp accounting for current
leakage through the cell, around the edge of the device, and
between contacts of different polarity (Fig. 3). The second is char-
acterized by a series resistance Rs, which causes an extra voltage
drop between the junction voltage and the terminal voltage of the
solar cell for the same flow of current.

The relationship between the current Ic produced by a solar cell
and the output voltage Vc of the cell is

Ic ¼ IL � I0

0
@e

qVd

mkT � 1

1
A � Vd

Rp
; Vc ¼ Vd � Ic$Rs (11)

where the photocurrent IL is proportional to the illumination
intensity, the diode reverse saturation current I0 depends on
temperature,m is diode ideality factor (1 for an ideal diode), q is the
elementary charge, k is the Boltzmann’s constant, and T is absolute
temperature [2,4].

Important characteristics for a solar cell are output current Ic and
output power Pc versus output voltage Vc characteristics. When
considering both Rp and Rs, the characteristics of a solar cell are
obtained by varying the voltage Vd applied to the diode and then
computing Ic and Vc for each Vd value Eq. (11). The characteristics of
a solar array are integration of all the solar cell characteristics. If
assumingall the cells of a solar arrayare identical and functionunder
the same conditions of illumination and temperature, then, the
current Ia and terminal voltage Va produced by the solar array are

Ia ¼ NpIc Va ¼ NsNcVc (12)

where Nc is the number of cells connected in series in a module, Ns

is the number of modules connected in series in a string, and Np is
the number of strings connected in parallel (Fig. 1). For a given
number of total modules in an array, the characteristics of a solar
array depend onNp andNs. In general, for modules in series, the IeV
curves are added along the voltage axis; for modules in parallel, the
IeV curves are added along the current axis. Regarding the PeV
characteristics, the maximum extracted power is almost not
affected by Np and Ns. However, the PeV characteristics extend or
shrink along the voltage axis depending on the number of modules
in a string. It is also found from the simulation study that if all the
cells operate at the same condition, the MPP voltage Vamax of the
solar array can be estimated from the MPP voltage Vcmax of a solar
cell by

Vamax ¼ NsNcVcmax (13)
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Although the maximum extracted power does not change with
Np and Ns, how to select the values of Np and Ns affects the power
converters for MPPT and grid interface control. Assuming the
maximum extracted power from a solar array is Pamax and the grid
reactive power should be zero, then, according to Eq. (6) the q and
d components of the converter output voltage should be:

Vq1 ¼ XLPamax

Vd
; Vd1 ¼ Vd (14)

Therefore, to meet the converter linear modulation constraint,
the dc capacitor voltage according to Eq. (10) should satisfy the
following condition:

Vdc � Vdcmin
¼ 2
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Hence, for converter configurations 1 and 2, the dc-link voltage
Vdc must be maintained, through the control of the grid-connected
dc/ac converter, at a reference value Vdc_ref that is larger than
Vdc_min. If a Vdc_ref is selected, then, the MPPT control by the dc/dc
converters requires that the number of the series modules in
a string according to Eqs. (13) and (1) should satisfy

Ns �
Vdcref

NcVcmax
(16)

Nevertheless, this situation is different for converter configuration
3 since the dc/ac converter is used for both the MPPT and grid inter-
face control. From the converter linear modulation standpoint,
control of thegrid-connecteddc/ac convertermustmaintain adc-link
voltage that satisfies Eq. (15). Since this dc voltage is also used for
MPPT control of the solar PV array, the number of series modules in
a string must be large enough so that Vamax > Vdc_min from the MPPT
control requirement perspective. Therefore, different from converter
configurations 1 and 2, Ns must meet the following condition for
converter configuration 3 according to Eqs. (13) and (15).

Ns � 2
NcVcmax

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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5. Temperature and insolation impact to converter and PV
array integration

5.1. Effect of temperature

Temperature affects the characteristic Eq. (11) of a solar cell
primarily in the following twoways: directly via T in the exponential
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Fig. 4. Vdc_min and MPP voltage vs. Ns characteristics for PV arr
term of Eq. (11) and indirectly via its effect on the reverse-bias
saturation current I0. The impact of temperature to photocurrent IL
is small and can be ignored [2]. The dependence of the reverse-bias
saturation current I0 on temperature for a silicon solar cell is

I0ðTÞ ¼ K$T3$e�
EGO
kT (18)

where K and EGO (the bandgap at 0 K) are both approximately
constant with respect to temperature [2,4]. The overall effect of
temperature on solar PV array characteristics can be studied by
considering Eq. (18) in Eqs. (11) and (12). In general, as the
temperature increases, theMPP voltage reduces and theMPP power
drops significantly, indicating that photovoltaic cells perform better
on cold days than hot ones. Therefore, the temperature affects the
integration of PV generator with power converters. Fig. 4 shows
Vamax vs.Ns characteristics aswell asVdc_min calculated using Eq. (15)
for four different temperatures. As it can be seen from the figure,
under the sameNs value, the higher the temperature, the smaller the
MPP voltage. But, Vdc_min changes very little. Thus, for converter
configurations 1 and 2, if the MPP voltage is above the dc-link
voltage due to a low temperature, the MPPT control effectiveness
will be affected; for converter configuration 3, if MPP voltage is
below Vdc_min due to a high temperature, the dc/ac converter may
not be able to maintain the effectiveness of both MPPT and grid
interface controls. Those factors must be considered in designing
a solar PV system. Otherwise, the efficiency and stability of the
overall system could be affected in a feedback control environment.

5.2. Effect of illumination intensity

Over a wide operating range, the photocurrent of a solar cell is
directly proportional to the intensity of irradiance levels. If the
photocurrent at the level of irradiance defined as unity is IL1, then, the
photocurrentata levelof irradianceXcanbeapproximatedby IL¼X,IL1
[2]. Although this approximation behaves worse with increasing
concentration, the photocurrent usually increases with the increase of
the level of irradiance. Therefore, conclusions obtained based on this
approximation should still be applicable to common cases. For
different irradiance levels, the IeV and PeV characteristics of a solar
array can be investigated by considering the property of IL ¼ X,IL1 in
Eqs. (11) and (12). In general, as the irradiance level decreases, the
maximum power drops greatly but the MPP voltage remains almost
unchanged. Similar to Fig. 4, the required minimum dc-link voltage
Vdc_min calculated using Eq. (15) does not change much. Hence, unlike
results obtained in Section 5.1, the change of irradiance levels has very
little impact to MPPT and grid interface control of a solar PV system.

The study presented above shows that as the temperature or
illumination intensity varies, the MPP voltage may change and the
maximum extracted solar power may change [28] but the required
minimum dc-link voltage Vdc_min does not change much.
25 30 35 40 45 50
les in a string

ay varying cell temperatures (Np ¼ 10, Ns ¼ 20, Nc ¼ 36).



Fig. 5. Bypass and blocking diodes in a solar PV generator.
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Traditionally, control goals of the grid-connected dc/ac converter
include (i) assuring active power to be transferred from the solar PV
array to the grid, and (ii) compensating the reactive power absor-
bed from the grid by the converter completely. However, under the
constraint of Eq. (10), it may be impossible to find Vd1 and Vq1 that
satisfy both control requirements at the same time, particularly as
temperature changes (Fig. 4). Hence, due to the converter rated
power and linear modulation constraints, it is appropriate to
develop a new control strategy, in which the primary control goal
should be to maintain active power control effectiveness, i.e.,
keeping the maximum power extracted by the PV array (Pamax)
equal to the power transferred to the grid through the converter
(Pgrid) when neglecting the converter losses, and the secondary
control goal should be to keep the resultant reactive power
absorbed from the grid by the PV system Qgrid as close as possible to
the reactive power reference Qgrid

*. This results in a nonlinear
programming or an optimal control strategy as illustrated below.

Minimize :
���Qgrid � Q*

grid

���

Subject to : Pgrid ¼ Pamax;
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Fig. 6. Solar array characteristics under shading con
6. Shading impacts to PV array and power converter
integration

The analysis in the above sections is based on the assumption
that all the cells and modules making up the PV generator are
identical and work under the same condition. But in reality, the
characteristics of the cells and modules are subject to some varia-
tions. This may happen when uneven sunlight is applied to a solar
PV array, unclean PV cells, variation of the cell parameters to be
expected from manufacturing process, or other conditions [2,4].
When a PV cell is shaded, for example, the photocurrent in
amodule or a string has to pass through the parallel resistance Rp of
the cell as shown in Fig. 3. This means that the shaded cells, instead
of adding to the output voltage and power, actually reduce it.
Therefore, even a single shaded cell in a long string of cells can
easily cut output power by more than half and create potential
damaging hot spots in the shaded cell [2,4]. Thus, external bypass
diodes are normally utilized to mitigate the impacts of shading on
PeV curves as shown by Fig. 5. In addition, blocking diodes are also
used at the top of each string to prevent a shading or malfunc-
tioning string from withdrawing current from the rest strings that
are wired together in parallel.

The shading influence to the PeV characteristics of a solar array
depends on the distribution of the shaded cells within the PV array.
Assuming the bypass diodes are ideal, then, the diode of a module
turns on when the photogenerated voltage of the module is less
than the voltage drop over Rp of the shaded cells in the module.
Hence, output power from a series string should be computed by
dition (T ¼ 25 �C, Np ¼ 10, Ns ¼ 20, Nc ¼ 36).



Fig. 7. Solar PV generator under the control of a dc/dc power converter using SimPowerSystems.

Fig. 8. Transient simulation results of a PV array when all cells operate at the same
condition: a) Voltage applied to the PV array, b) Photogenerated current, c) PV array
output power.
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considering whether the voltage drops of the shaded cells within
a module cause the bypass diode turning on or off. If there are n
cells that are 100% shaded within one module while the rest cells
within the module is in full sun, the current, voltage and power
equations of one string containing the shaded module are:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:
Is ¼ Ic ¼ IL� I0

 
e
qVd

mkT �1

!
�Vd

Rp
Vs ¼ ðNsNc�nÞ½Vd� Ic,Rs��n,IcRp; bypass diode is off
Vs ¼ ðNs�1ÞNc½Vd� Ic,Rs�; bypass diode is on
Ps ¼ IsVs

(19)

where Is, Vs, and Ps are output current, voltage and power of the
string. It can be calculated from Eq. (19) that with the bypass
diodes, the output power of a single PV string can be improved
considerably if all the shaded cells only exist in one module. But, if
there are more modules containing shaded cells, the IeV and PeV
characteristics are more complicated. In general, the IeV or PeV
characteristics of a string when considering shading impact depend
on howmanymodules are shaded, howmany cells within amodule
are shaded, and how much each cell is shaded. For an array of PV
modules, the IeV and PeV characteristics of the array also depend
on how many strings contain shaded cells.

For a solar PV array with Ns ¼ 20 and Np ¼ 10, Fig. 6a shows the
PeV characteristics of the array under the conditions that 1) none of
the cells in the array are shaded, 2) only four modules in one string
contain 100% shaded cells and the rest cells of the PV array are in full
sun, and 3) only eight modules in one string have 100% shaded cells
and the rest cells of the PV arrayare in full sun. Fig. 6b shows the PeV
characteristics of the solar array under the condition that four
modules in one string contain 100% shaded cells, eight modules in
another string contain100% shadedcells, and the restmodules of the
PV arrayare in full sun. As shownbyFig. 6, under a shaded condition,
the PeV characteristics may have multiple peaks depending on the
shadingdistribution over the cells in the PV array. This result implies
that using conventional MPPT control mechanisms (Section 2), it is
possible to get into a local MPP under a shading condition for a PV
systemusing converter configurations 1 and 3, whichwould greatly
reduce the efficiency of the solar PV array when a local MPP is
reached. In order to get to the global MPP, new control strategies
must be developed if converter configurations 1 and 3 are adopted.
For converter configuration 2, however, MPPT control is obtained
separately for each individual string by controlling the dc/dc
converter of each string so that the maximum output power of the
system is the summation of MPP powers of all the strings.

It is necessary to point out that the global MPP power obtained
for converter configurations 1 and 3 is different from the summa-
tion of MPP powers obtained for converter configuration 2.
In general, the ratio of global MPP power of a PV array over the
summation of MPP powers of all the PV strings varies depending on
the shading distribution. For a PV array having only two strings of
PVmodules in parallel, inwhich PV cells in one string operate in full
sun while the PV cells in the other string may be shaded, it was
found that the lowest ratio occurs around a point that half of the
modules contain 100% shaded cells in one string while all the PV
cells in the other string operate in full sun.

7. Integrative study of solar PV system

The solar PV system is further investigated and verified through
an integrative transient simulationmethod. The transient simulation
of the solar PV system is developed by using MatLab SimPo-
werSystens. In the transient environment, characteristics of the solar
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PV system are investigated under more realistic conditions, which
include 1) actual circuit connection of the solar PV array, 2) high
switching frequency power converters, 3) blocking and bypassing
diodes, and 4) losses of the power converters and the system. Fig. 7
shows the transient simulation schematics of the solar PV system in
an open-loop control condition for converter configurations 1 and 2.
The dc voltage source represents the dc-link voltage between the
dc/dc converter and the dc/ac inverter. The dc/dc converter is a boost
converter, i.e., power flows from the PV array to the dc voltage
source. Each string of PV modules is represented by a subsystem
containing all the PV modules in series with a blocking diode on the
top. The number of series and parallel PV modules are 20 and 10,
respectively. Major measurements include current and voltage of
each PV module, current and voltage of the PV array, and the pho-
togenerated power of the PV array. For the power measurement,
generator sign convention is used, i.e., power generated by the PV
array and transferred to the dc source is positive.

Fig. 8 demonstrates transient results when all the PV cells are in
the sun and operate at the same condition. The dc source voltage is
500V.Before t¼2s, theduty ratioDof thedc/dc converter is0.6.After
the system is stable, the dc voltage applied to the PV array is 200.7 V
(Fig. 8a) which is very close to the theoretical calculation of (1-D),Vdc

for the dc/dc converter. The photogenerated current andpowerof the
PV array are around 33.6 A and 6.7 kW, respectively, which are
consistent with the steady-state results that can be obtained by
solving (19). At t¼ 4 s, the duty ratio of the dc/dc converter changes to
0.4 causing the terminalvoltageof theboostdc/dc converter risingup.
However, the output current of the PV array does not change much
(Fig. 8b), reflecting that the PV cells still operate near the constant
current region. At t¼6 s, theduty ratioof thedc/dc converter changes
to 0.2 and the voltage applied to the PV array increases to 400. At this
voltage level, the output current of the PV cells decrease due to the
equivalentdiodeeffectand theoutputpowerof thePVarraydrops too
(Fig. 8c). All the transient results after the PV system is stable for each
control condition change are consistent with the steady-state results
that can be calculated from Eq. (19), demonstrating the effectiveness
of both transient and steady-state computations.

8. Conclusions

This paper presents an energy extraction and grid interface
control study of a solar PV system by combining the energy
extraction characteristics of the PV generator and the electrical
characteristics of the power converters jointly in one environment
for an integrative investigation.

Through the integrated study, it is found that the operation of
a solar PV system is determined by the PV generator, the dc-link
voltage and the power converters. If an ac/dc/dc converter config-
uration is used between the grid and the PV array, the dc-link
voltage must be designed to be larger than the highest of the
following two voltage values: 1) the maximum MPP voltage of the
PV array for all the possible temperatures and irradiance levels, and
2) the dc-link voltage that can meet reactive power compensation
requirement under the highest possible power transferred from the
PV array to the grid. If only an ac/dc converter is used between the
grid and the PV array, the series number of solar PV array must be
selected in such a way that the minimum MPP voltage of the PV
array for all the possible temperatures and irradiance levels must
be large enough so that the ac/dc converter can meet reactive
power compensation need under the highest possible power
transferred from the PV array to the grid. Otherwise, maximum
power extraction of the PV array and/or the proper operation of the
ac/dc converter may be affected. To assure stable and reliable
operation of a solar PV system while maximizing the power
transferred from the PV generator to the grid for all conditions, it is
beneficial to develop an optimal control mechanism for the grid-
connected dc/ac converter.

Under uneven shading situations, the PeV characteristics of a PV
array may exhibit multiple peaks because the peak power of each
PV string does not appear at the same external voltage applied to
the PV array. Thus, if using an ac/dc converter or an ac/dc/dc
converter between the grid and PV array, the MPPT control strategy
must be designed to be able to locate the highest peak power
production of the PV array. But, if using an ac/dc converter plus
multiple dc/dc converters, each dc/dc converter connected to
a string of PV modules is able to find the peak power production of
that PV string, and the total power production of all the strings is
the summation of the peak powers of all strings, making the
multiple dc/dc converter structure has the highest efficiency
compared to the other two converter configurations.
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